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“There are some people who dream their
lives and then there are those who turn
their lives into a dream”

AT THE CUTTING EDGE IN THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP
MED1994 was founded in Vicenza in 1994. Its
mission is to design solutions to enhance people’s
everyday well-being.
In just a short time, the company has transformed
the traditional world of duvets into a cutting-edge
sphere thanks to years of devoted endeavours and
to a constant quest to achieve nothing but the very
best.
As our motto states, we have always maintained
that “WE CAN DO IT” and this is underlined by the
certificates awarded for our tangible results.
We take ideas and make them into first-rate works
of art using high-quality materials, outstanding
attention to detail that continues to be associated

with the MADE IN ITALY label today and artisan
production techniques, with some steps still
performed by hand in the traditional manner. So, we
are proud to present our catalogue, which is aptly
entitled “DREAM IS IN THE AIR”. It encapsulates
the years spent studying the SCIENCE OF SLEEP
that have given rise to the SISTEMA ARIA®. The
exceptional array of mattress toppers, duvets and
pillows in the PIUMA and FIBRA COLLECTIONS are
designed and made in Italy.
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SOFT TECH FROM NATURE

Society today is dominated by high technology, the
main goal of which is to enhance machines, speed
up processes and increasingly reduce times and
costs.
High technology is so sophisticated that in many
cases not only has it taken over people’s jobs, it
has also made mere contemplation of the tasks
pointless. Consequently, we now live high-paced,
hectic lives with automatic processes all around
that leave us feeling alienated. Everything goes
against the natural rhythms that have always

governed our lifestyles and the changing seasons.
With this in mind, more than 20 years ago MED1994
decided to embark on a new type of research, with
just one goal: promoting personal well-being.
Reflection on the matter led to the development
of a philosophy that can be summed up by four
simple words: soft tech from nature. What is soft
tech? MED1994 looks for all of its inspiration from
Nature, because it is the source of all of the most
ingenious inventions. The ideas behind our projects
stem from close observation of natural phenomena.
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Soft tech from nature is at the heart of every single
one of our products. Innovative but natural, it is an
outlook that is totally dedicated to harmoniously
balanced bodies and minds. Rather than our words,
the real cornerstone of our reputation lies in our
steadfast commitment in more than two decades
of research. At MED1994 we have always taken
our time in order to ensure that we can offer you
exceptional quality and the best possible results.

SISTEMA ARIA ®
The SISTEMA ARIA® stems from a research
and development project which had the goal of
resolving the everyday problems caused by the
moisture released by our bodies while we are
sleeping. Released moisture makes everything
around us damp and it stays damp all night long,
which obviously has a negative impact on our
well-being. In one night, a human body releases
between 0.3 and 0.6 litres of liquid. In order to
enjoy pleasant, healthy sleep, it is necessary to be
in a warm, dry environment from which moisture is
removed quickly. Furthermore, as much heat must
be retained as possible because otherwise a “cold
bridge” can form, leading to a loss of heat and thus
reducing the quality of sleep.
The SISTEMA ARIA® was created in response

to these needs. The core concept behind it is
building a free layer inside every product: an active
suspension helps humid air to be released and
replaced with clean, dry air. An “accordion” effect is
produced in the inner layer of air by the countless
movements that our bodies make unconsciously
while we are sleeping. This adds the finishing touch
to the SISTEMA ARIA® and guarantees ideal levels
of comfort all night long, with perfect breathability
and thermoregulation IN EVERY SEASON. In
addition, this distinctive patented SYSTEM has
solved the age-old problem of choosing the right
LEVEL OF WARMTH. It is normally necessary to
decide how thick or thin a product should be and
consider things such as thermal performance and
tog ratings, but in this case the same product meets
11

all needs: one only product for everyone.
All of our products can be classified as medical
devices thanks to the results achieved through
ongoing work in partnership with Italian universities
and cutting-edge specialist centres, which
underline the soundness of the SISTEMA ARIA®
structure and its capacity to improve the quality of
life of people with serious medical conditions.

watch the video

PIUMA COLLECTION

The Piuma collection is a selection of patented
bedding accessories made with original virgin goose
down. They are 100% MADE IN ITALY using cuttingedge artisan techniques, innovative fabrics and
natural materials. The quality of the materials and
the structures of the products from the three lines
in the Piuma collection make them totally unique.
All of the down used by MED1994 in each of the
products comes from extremely cold regions such
as the Arctic, where the harsh climate means that
geese develop plumage that is capable of trapping
air in the channels between the barbules, thus
creating a distinctive structure with millions of tiny
pockets of air. MED1994 guarantees transparency

and total traceability for the entire supply chain
thanks to Responsible Down Standard (RDS)
certification. It also complies with the Downpass
standard, thus guaranteeing that the down does not
come from live or mistreated animals. Even after
numerous washes at 60°C, the select down used
in the Piuma collection produces exceptional, longlasting qualities such as COMFORT, LIGHTNESS,
BREATHABILITY
and
THERMOREGULATION,
promoting superb sleep everywhere. The ARIA,
AIRDREAMER and PIUMITO lines were created to
satisfy a comprehensive range of needs with totally
natural products.
The distinctive internal structure used in the
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SISTEMA ARIA® means that every single product
has a top breathability rating, regardless of the
weight.

ARIA

QUALITY FROM ANOTHER WORLD
There are some wild geese whose natural habitat

spotless white cotton and emphasizes the sense of

is in the severe climate of Canada’s Arctic regions.

exquisite sophistication.

The incredibly warm and soft down from their

During the finishing procedure, SILVER TOUCH

plumage is named ALASKA. We have decided to

treatment with silver ions produces effective,

use 100% virgin white down from Canada geese

permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-

from the harsh Arctic regions for the products in

odour effects. The distinctive box-based structure

our ARIA line in order to get optimum breathability

developed around the SISTEMA ARIA concept

and thermoregulation while keeping the weight as

takes the thermoregulation and breathability to

low as possible. The EXTRA SOFT, ultra-light 100%

unprecedented heights, making this product unlike

batiste makò cotton redefines the very concept of

anything else in the world.

lightness, while the yellow piping contrasts with the
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ARIA LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

yellow satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

485 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Alaska

FILLING POWER

850

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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ARIA LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

yellow satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

195 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Alaska

FILLING POWER

850

SEASON*

wintry (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C

* Also available in the light version (sewn-through construction) for the summer season.
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ARIA LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

yellow satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original groose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

345 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Alaska

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Airfibers in variable heights, removable

FILLING POWER

850

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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AIRDREAMER

A TOUCH OF TRADITION
Siberia means “sleeping land”. Stemming from

cotton in the duvet world and in this line it has

this concept is the superior AIRDREAMER line

a blue piping. During the finishing procedure,

featuring prized Siberian down. Siberian geese

SILVER TOUCH treatment with silver ions produces

protect themselves from the extremely harsh

effective, permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy

weather by growing down that is very large and

and anti-odour effects. The distinctive box-based

provides the best possible barrier against the cold

structure developed around the SISTEMA ARIA®

natural environment. We select 100% virgin white

concept

down from the plumage of Siberian geese to get our

BREATHABILITY to unprecedented heights, making

warm, soft, light and exclusive down.

this product unlike anything else in the world.

The SOFT, light 100% batiste makò cotton that
we use is the ultimate form of traditional white
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takes

the

THERMOREGULATION

and

AIRDREAMER LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

blue satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

485 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Siberia

FILLING POWER

770

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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AIRDREAMER LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

blue satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

195 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Siberia

FILLING POWER

770

SEASON*

wintry (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C

* Also available in the light version (sewn-through construction) for the summer season
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AIRDREAMER LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

raso blu

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

345 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Siberia

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Airfibers in variable heights, removable

FILLING POWER

770

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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PIUMITO

THE PERFECT CHOICE
“Quality at attractive prices” is the core concept in

permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-

the PIUMITO line of bedding accessories. The line

odour effects. The classic 100% batiste makò

features goose down from farms in a cold country

cotton and the decorative light blue piping give the

in north-eastern Europe (Hungary), which is thick,

line a simple appearance but it is still extremely

soft and prized. In general, knowing that a product

effective

is filled with 100% down is not enough by itself. It is

structure developed around the SISTEMA ARIA®

best to ensure that it is also virgin down of certified

concept, which takes the THERMOREGULATION and

origin, as it is in this case. Basically, this 100%

BREATHABILITY to unprecedented heights, making

virgin white Hungarian goose down is more than

the products COMFORTABLE and truly unique.

capable of holding its own against more famous
and sought-after types of down.
During the finishing procedure, SILVER TOUCH
treatment with silver ions produces effective,
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thanks

to

the

distinctive

box-based

PIUMITO LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

light blue satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

485 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Hungary

FILLING POWER

700

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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PIUMITO LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

light blue satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

195 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Hungary

FILLING POWER

700

SEASON*

wintery (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C

* Also available in the light version (sewn-through construction) for the summer season
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PIUMITO LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

light blue satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% white original goose down class 1

FILLING WEIGHT

345 gr/m2

ORIGIN

Hungary

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Ergofillin variable heights, not removable

FILLING POWER

700

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

NOMITE

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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FIBRA COLLECTION

In addition to its vast experience working with virgin
goose down, MED1994 boasts in-depth expertise of
many other technologically advanced materials.
MED1994 uses this knowledge to enhance the
comfort of every single bed. After every item is
made, it goes through strict tests to ensure that
it is capable of offering long-lasting softness,
breathability and thermoregulation.
MED1994 is proud to present the new FIBRA
collection, which is built on devotion to research,
innovation and respect for nature. Thanks to
the cutting-edge fibres, thermal efficiency and
exceptional comfort are guaranteed with our ecofriendly products. The collection was conceived to
recreate the fluffy qualities of down while preserving

all of the benefits of technological thermal filling.
The fibre is uniquely soft and it can be used just
like normal down, with absolutely no complications
in the utilization of the product. The compact size
and lightness of the filling material ensure that it
remains unbeatably soft and supple over time.
All three lines undergo targeted treatments to
ensure that the fibres remain safely enclosed within
the cotton fabrics and the products can withstand
washing or dry cleaning, in accordance with
individual needs. The SISTEMA ARIA® has reached
its culmination in this unbelievably light collection,
which offers much more than a simple alternative
to down. It is a highly innovative selection that is
designed for people with specific, distinctive needs.
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The EVO, AIRTOUCH and CLOUD lines are made
with extremely soft polyester ROLLFIBERS,
which offer outstanding, long-lasting comfort,
thermoregulation and breathability.
The ROLLFIBERS structure has a remarkable
capacity to trap heat while allowing excess humid
air to escape.

EVO

EVOLUTION AND INNOVATION
The SISTEMA ARIA® has reached its culmination

with the bright white and emphasizes the bold

in the EVO line, which is one of the three options in

character of the line.

the FIBRA collection. The extraordinary innovative

During the finishing procedure, SILVER TOUCH

qualities of this line replicates all of the performance

treatment with silver ions produces effective,

of goose down while halving the production costs.

permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-

The distinctive ROLLFIBERS structure features

odour effects. The distinctive box-based structure

FIBRE with a variety of diameters. It was specifically

developed around the SISTEMA ARIA® takes

conceived to more accurately recreate the “feel”

the THERMOREGULATION, BREATHABILITY and

of goose down. The EXTRA SOFT, ultra-light 100%

COMFORT to unprecedented heights, making this

batiste makò cotton redefines the very concept of

line totally unique.

lightness, while the black piping strongly contrasts
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EVO LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

black satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

700 gr/m2

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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EVO LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

black satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

350 gr/m2

SEASON

wintry (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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EVO LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% EXTRA SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

75 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

135/100 nm

PIPING

black satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

430 gr/m2

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Airfibers in variable heights, removable

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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AIRTOUCH

AUTHENTIC AND EFFICIENT
AIRTOUCH is the second line in the FIBRA

During the finishing procedure, SILVER TOUCH

collection. We refused to compromise with the

treatment with silver ions produces effective,

unique AIRTOUCH products, which offer all of

permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-

the softness, volume and comfort of down. Once

odour effects. The distinctive box-based structure

again, the line features the distinctive ROLLFIBERS

developed around the SISTEMA ARIA® takes

structure, which was specifically created to more

the THERMOREGULATION, BREATHABILITY and

accurately recreate the “feel” of goose down. The

COMFORT to unprecedented heights, thus once

SOFT, light 100% batiste makò cotton is delightfully

again ensuring that the line is totally unique.

soft to the touch, while the grey tone of the piping
makes it plain that the line has no intention of going
unnoticed.
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AIRTOUCH LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

grey satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

815 gr/m2

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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AIRTOUCH LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

grey satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

415 gr/m2

SEASON

wintry (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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AIRTOUCH LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% SOFT batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

85 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

100/100 nm

PIPING

grey satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

870 gr/m2

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Ergofill in variable heights, not removable

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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CLOUD

BEYOND LIGHTNESS
CLOUD is the third and final FIBRA line, but that

permanent antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-

does not mean that it comes last on the quality

odour effects. The distinctive box-based structure

front. Once again, the extraordinary ROLLFIBERS

developed around the SISTEMA ARIA® takes

properties faithfully reproduce all of the superb

the THERMOREGULATION, BREATHABILITY and

features of down. CLOUD offers impalpable softness

COMFORT to unprecedented heights, making this

that is lighter than ever.

line totally unique.

The 100% batiste makò cotton keeps the weight
down while the white piping gives a unified
appearance to the colour.
During the finishing procedure, SILVER TOUCH
treatment with silver ions produces effective,
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CLOUD LINE > MATTRESS TOPPER

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

white satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

815 gr/m2

SEASON

every season (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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CLOUD LINE > DUVET

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

white satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

415 gr/m2

SEASON

wintry (box-shaped)

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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CLOUD LINE > PILLOW

FABRIC

100% batiste makò white cotton

FABRIC WEIGHT

111 gr/m2

THREAD COUNT

70/100 nm

PIPING

white satin

CONSTRUCTION

SISTEMA ARIA ®

FILLING

100% Rollfibers

FILLING WEIGHT

860 gr/m2

INTERNAL SUPPORT

Ergofill in variable heights, not removable

SEASON

every season

SILVER TOUCH

√

OEKO - TEX

√

MEDICAL DEVICE

√

WASHING

60° C
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CERTIFICATES AND PATENTS

ASSOCIATIONS

In their statements about the Responsible Down Standard (RDS), companies
express their commitment to having a responsible feather and down supply
chain and ensuring that the materials are traceable.
RDS is an independent global standard that was developed and revised with
the input of animal welfare groups.

Assopiuma is the Italian association of feather and down processing
companies. The Assopiuma association guarantees that the information
provided on labels about the composition and processing of filling materials
is correct and accurate, in accordance with the health and hygiene
regulations in force (European Standard EN 12934).

In order to display the Downpass standard, companies must check and
monitor their filling material supply chains and preserve full tracking details
of every batch of materials so that they can certify that their products are
not made using down and feathers from live or mistreated animals.

The European Down and Feather Association (EDFA) brings together feather
and down producers and processing companies from across Europe.

The OEKO-TEX certificate guarantees that all parts of products are made
without the use of substances that are harmful to human health.

This mark shows that all of our goose down products are suitable for people
who are allergic to house dust. Down is not an ideal habitat for dust mites
and we wash and sterilize our down at 140°C in accordance with European
regulations. In addition to the down, the dense weave of the down-proof
cotton gives greater protection against dust mites, which are unable to
penetrate the material.

A medical device is defined as any instrument, apparatus, appliance,
material or other article, whether used alone or in combination, intended
by its manufacturer to be used for the purpose of diagnosis, prevention,
monitoring, treatment, or alleviation of disease. In order to be defined as
such, medical devices must be included in an official government or ministry
of health database.

Notarbartolo & Gervasi. EUROPEAN PATENT AND TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS.
Founded in 1963, this Italian consultancy firm specializes in industrial
property management in every country in the world.

The International Down and Feather Bureau (IDFB) is the international trade
association of the down/feather industry.

KEY
FABRIC

ROLLFIBERS

LEVEL OF WARMTH

All of the white 100% batiste makò cotton covers (including the

This hi-tech filling system is made from first-rate, constant

The level of warmth is not an official measurement or a clearly

soft and extra soft versions) hold the filling and prevent it from

denier hollow siliconized polyester fibre. In an exclusive

defined, recognized international standard. It is not a very

getting out thanks to the particularly dense, compact weave.

manufacturing process, spiral fibres are joined together to

scientific system but it is the most practical way to describe

They also prevent dust and allergens from getting into the

form spherical shapes of various sizes. The springy nature of

the capacity of a duvet to hold heat. It gives a warmth rating

filling, while remaining light, soft and breathable.

the fibres and the spiral structures give extraordinary elasticity

based on measurements of the insulation properties of material

and constant resilience to the material even after it has been

using three simple levels of warmth: light, medium and high.

subjected to stress thousands of times. The air in the pockets

Factors such as body weight, room temperature, age, gender

in and between the soft spherical shapes combines comfort and

and personal sensations have always influenced decisions about

softness with invaluable thermoregulation and breathability.

which product is the “right choice”.

MANUFACTURING
The products are manufactured using two different types of
structures:

FILLING POWER

AIRFIBERS

even distribution of the filling.

This is a scientific way of establishing the quality of a down

This system features breathable fibres with three important

A box-based structure, with spacer ribbons in the sewn squares

product that is measured in cubic inches per ounce (CUIN), thus

properties: ergonomics, because they adapt to the human body

that allow more effective filling and prevent cold areas from

giving the ratio between the weight and the volume of filling.

on a minute scale; flexibility, because they quickly and naturally

forming between the seams.

The greater the filling power in CUIN, the better the quality will

revert to their original form after they have been squashed or

be, meaning that the down product will be more voluminous,

pushed out of shape; and breathability, because the air passes

fluffier and therefore softer and lighter.

through the very structure of the fibres.

Quilted squares, each of which is completely sealed to guarantee

DOWN

The best down products are the lightest ones: larger individual

Goose down has a three-dimensional form, with numerous

plumules take up more space so fewer are required to fill the

ERGOFILL

filaments known as “barbules” branching out in all directions

products, making them lighter. Down can provide the same

This viscoelastic system has an amazing ability to adapt to

from a small central core. The filaments are extremely springy

amount of warmth as other materials at a much lighter weight.

the shape of the head and neck, gradually accommodating the

and they create millions of tiny pockets of air which in turn trap

The best down provides the greatest thermal insulation at the

weight of the head and accompanying every movement without

more air and provide a form of thermal insulation that maintains

lowest weight.

compressing tissues.

a constant body temperature. As well as providing thermal

SILVER TOUCH

insulation, goose down is also hygroscopic, which means that it
can absorb moisture from the body.

During the finishing process, the fabrics are given this
targeted, silver-based antibacterial treatment, which has an
antimicrobial, anti-allergy and anti-odour effect on cotton. The
treatment effectively prevents uncontrolled bacterial growth on
the surface of fabrics.

“The gift of sleep which the gods bestow
on us is invaluable.”

(Plutarco – Greek philosopher)
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